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From the
President’s Desk
About CSP
CSP believes in transforming lives. Calcutta Social Project takes under its wing children of the urban
poor to provide them with access to opportunities in sport, dance, drama and public speaking, as well
as digital skills. CSP wishes to be the foundation for children on their path to self discovery. We
facilitate children belonging to such backgrounds to gain a sense of self worth by honing their skills.
The success of our agenda is measured by the conﬁdence of our children in tackling academics and co
scholastic skills.

“CSP is spearheading the movement to break the chain of
inherited poverty and empower the urban poor and the
underprivileged in Kolkata. Our fight carries on.”

Our Achievements
Even in the face of adversity and a pandemic wreaking havoc in the world, CSP’s year has been very
eventful. This year students have truly ﬂourished in their academic prowess such as Archana Halder of
the Girls’ Open Shelter securing ﬁrst division in the Madhyamik examinations and Moumita Halder also
securing the rank of ﬁrst division in her Higher Secondary Examinations. CSP itself was honoured and
felicitated by the All India Bank Ofﬁcers Federation and also received a sizeable donation from SBI
SAMB II who donated 5 Dell computers, 3 RO Water ﬁlters, 2 computer tables, 3 pcs ﬁle cabinets, 2 pcs
Juki automatic sewing machine and 5 PC monitors. CSP also conducted online exchanges between
our beneﬁciaries and schools in London and Japan. We were even successful in starting a host of new
schemes to aid those adversely impacted by the pandemic as mentioned below in the rest of the
report.

No matter the circumstances, CSP strives to achieve its
goal of helping the community build itself.
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Highlights
2020-21
Highlights
The following are some of the highlights of the session 2020-21. We have divided them into two
categories. Individual highlights feature the achievements of some of our most devoted pupils.
Organisation's highlights feature the achievements of CSP as a whole unit.

Organisa(on’s Highlights
1. CSP was honoured and felicitated by All India Bank Ofﬁcers Confederation at EZCC, Saltlake.
2. SBI SAMB II donated 5 Dell computers, 3 RO Water ﬁlters, 2 computer tables, 3 pcs ﬁle cabinets, 2
pcs Juki automatic sewing machine and 5 PC monitors.
3. Till 31st march 2021 CSP distributed 3,73,954 square meals via the Food Aid Program (Sanjeevani)
among the underprivileged in Kolkata who were affected by the lockdowns imposed due to Covid
19.
4. All wooden windows at Girls’ Open Shelter were replaced with new aluminium windows and the 2nd
ﬂoor verandah at Girls’ Shelter Home secured with iron grill.
5. CSP acquired 5 new motorised sewing machines for the Craft Centre.
6. A continuing online exchange took place between students of South Hampstead High School and
CSP’s beneﬁciaries as well as one with students of Himeji Higashi High School in Japan.
7. The Women's Craft Centre successfully executed an order for SBI Ofﬁcers’ Association and delivered
600 bags, 1000 pcs customized masks and 32 pcs women’s kits.

Individual Highlights
1. Archana Halder of Girls Open Shelter passed the Madhyamik examination securing 1st division
scoring 74.7%
2. Hashi Patra (2nd Div), Samiran Halder, Robin Mal and Koyel Mondal(2nd Div) passed their
Madhyamik examination.
3. Moumita Halder passed the Higher Secondary examination, securing ﬁrst division scoring a 81.26%
aggregate in the Commerce stream.
4. Mahadevi Birla World Academy organised a Virtual Sports Meet for Junior School students where
Uma Chakraborty and Happy Shaw from the Girls open shelter jointly placed 1st runner up.
5. Kajol Singh was awarded Best Player at Chanditala Football match.
6. Archana Haldar selected among top 5 in poster making contest on BIODIVERSITY by New Vision.
7. Hashi Patra , Subhash Mondal, Susmita Mondal, Archana and Subir Haldar were selected by DCPU
ofﬁce for radio drama which was telecast on 101.8 FM (Vividh Bharati) on 28th Dec 2020.
8. IN MBWA’s Online fest Jaya Kumari placed Runner Up in the Online Treasure Hunt.
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Vision and Mission
Statement
Our Vision
The following represents our vision for CSP for the year 2020-21 in line with our goal of breaking the
chain of inherited poverty to secure a better tomorrow for the urban poor in Kolkata:
• Developing an educational resource base for upgrading the academic base of underprivileged
children.
• Special focus on tutoring and supplementary education to complement the formal curriculum.
• Guidance for honing life skills, nurturing talent, building character, instilling civic awareness and
social integration.
• Organising vocational training for dropouts and low academic achievers among unskilled youth who
did not complete secondary education.

Our Mission
For underprivileged and marginalised children
• Induction into Mainstream Educational Process
• Providing an educational resource base for upgrading academic capability of the underprivileged
students
• Access to vocational skills for those who have not had sufﬁcient exposure to mainstream education.

For women below the poverty line
• Supporting single mothers by giving their children access to education
• Providing transformational income alternatives to menial and labour intensive work.

“CSP’s drive to help the community was exemplified in its
response to the COVID 19 Pandemic which shows its
commitment to the urban poor in Kolkata.”
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Covid
Response
Background
With the onslaught of the COVID 19 Pandemic in India, our own existing schemes were brought to a
sudden halt and we knew we had to adapt to survive the changing conditions and provide relief to
those worst affected by the pandemic. Therefore, we sought to bring about change by adopting a
variable, multifaceted goal driven plan to combat the social, economic and educational barriers
created by the pandemic.
The plan is clearly divided in three stages to achieve short term, midterm and long term goals.

Our Covid Schemes
The Food Aid Programme (Sanjeevani) is categorised as a short term scheme aimed at providing
immediate relief to those whose lives have been completely upturned by the lockdowns imposed,
seeking to provide them with nutritious meals and necessary medicines to boost their health and
immunity whilst striving to restore a semblance of normalcy to their lives.
The Livelihood Restoration Programme (Sambhav) is categorised as a mid term relief solution,
providing interest free grants to those whose small businesses were crippled by the pandemic.
Lastly, our long term solution is @Shikshya, an award winning online education platform for children
whose education was abruptly halted by the closure of brick and mortar schools. Moreover,@Shikshya
aims to empower, and educate our future and open new avenues for the urban poor in Kolkata, not
letting the nature of their circumstances determine their fate.

Due to the effect of the pandemic, the COVID schemes took
importance to support our beneficiaries and others who
were unable to cope with the social and economic
repercussions of the pandemic.
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Covid
Response
Food Aid Programme (Sanjeevani)
Launched on the 1st of May,
2020, the Food Aid
programme aimed to assist
those who had suffered loss of
livelihood during the
lockdown imposed due to
Covid 19 and found
themselves unable to fend for
themselves and were on the brink of starvation.
The Food Aid Programme provided assistance by giving to
beneﬁciary families raw materials such as rice, lentils, cooking oil,
soya etc that would sufﬁce for an entire week.

Every week families were
given the following rations:
Rice (3 kgs)
Potatoes (2kgs)
Cooking Oil (500ml)
Spices (Various)
Turmeric (100 gm)
Lentils (500 gm)
Puffed Rice (Muri) 250 gm
Salt (500 gm)

During the lockdown, it was the senior students of CSP shelter homes that were responsible for the
upkeep of the programme along with CSP staff and management. This is a shining example of how
beneﬁciaries help other beneﬁciaries in what seemed to be the darkest of times.
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Covid
Response
Food Aid Programme (Sanjeevani) (contd,)
By the end of November, the Food Aid programme had 1200 beneﬁciaries who were among the many
starving urban poor of the city. The list was regularly reviewed to ensure that those who had regained
access to their livelihoods could be removed from the scheme to make space for more beneﬁciaries.
Sanjeevani was funded by SAVE UK, Stichting Actie Calcutta (SAC) of Netherlands, Mr. Vikram Lal, Tech
Mahindra Foundation, Ujjivan Small Finance Bank, Bengal NRI Complex listed, Mr. Vijay Sood, Mr.
Santanu Mitra, Mr. Michael Carlos, Mr. Jagdish Prasad Khanna and many other individual donors.

The Food Aid Programme was in force till 31st March, 2021. In that period 3, 73, 954 square meals
were provided to the beneﬁciaries. We noticed that the tragedy of starvation and abandonment was
most common among the old and the inﬁrm who were left to their own means. Therefore, CSP shall
focus more on such beneﬁciaries, reducing the target population in the next ﬁscal year as part of
Project Sahay.
The Programme extended into FY 2021-22 for a total of ﬁve months. A short documentary was made to
register the progress of the initiative. Please ﬁnd the same attached here.
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Covid
Response

Livelihood Restoration Programme (Sambhav)
Small tea shop owners, vendors and even small-scale entrepreneurs survived lockdowns by spending
their working capital to survive with sufﬁcient meals for themselves
and their families. We realised that perhaps the best thing the CSP
could do is to empower members of the urban poor to regain their
Other than grants to
ﬁnancial independence and become self-sufﬁcient. Therefore, CSP
restore
livelihoods, CSP
provides refundable grants to small operators such that they may
also provides one time, non
once again become sustainable, providing for themselves and
refundable aid for those
their families.
whose children had
accrued academic
The Livelihood Restoration Programme Sambhav which began in
expenses and were unable
September 2020, gives small business operators interest free
to pay the concerned
refundable grants which they may pay back in instalments.
educational institutions.
CSP has a team of people to vet potential beneﬁciaries of the
scheme via our survey mechanism and referrals, Moreover, we ask
for multiple documents- proof of identity, address, credentials and bank accounts before having them
reap beneﬁts of the scheme. We also employ interns to maintain accounts of the grants, amounts paid
back and that is left. We also have a team of trackers (1:30 ratio) that visits the businesses we have
supported to ensure their progress.

THE SAMBHAV PROGRAMME HAS TARGET BENEFICIARIES THAT INCLUDES ROADSIDE
VENDORS, HAWKERS, DAILY WAGE EARNERS, BEAUTICIANS, HOTEL AND LAUNDRY WORKERS,
DECORATORS, FLORISTS, DOMESTIC HELP, DRIVERS ETC.
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Covid
Response
Livelihood Restoration Programme (Sambhav)
Sambhav provides refundable grants between sums of Rs. 2,000 - Rs. 10, 000. The monthly refund of
such grants is ﬂexible to accommodate initial hurdles
that may be faced by the beneﬁciaries in the process of
restarting their businesses.
Documentation required from
beneﬁciaries of the programme areAny two of the following identity
proofs- Aadhar Card, Voter ID Card,
Ration Card
Proof of local and permanent address.

The Sambhav initiative ﬁrst began disbursing funds
from the 30th of September 2020. As of 31st of March,
2020 the ﬁgures are as follows:
•Total number of beneﬁciaries : 104 of which 54 were
women & 50 were men.
•A Total of Rs 6,63,000 was disbursed

A referral from any individual in the
neighbourhood who has known the
applicant for a minimum of ﬁve years.
Applicants must run an ongoing
business, not a start-up. They must
have a track record of running it
successfully prior to Covid. The
business must require up to ₹10, 000
to resume operations.
Contact Details: Phone number, email,
WhatsApp number

Lessons Learnt

SAMBHAV is a route for people affected by Covid and
its economic repercussions to regain economic
Bank account details as refundable
sufﬁciency and get off dole and subsidy dependence
grants are credited directly to bank
There are many people eager to help restore the
account.
livelihoods people affected by the pandemic provided
there is a credible delivery mechanism for their good
intentions. The Indian diaspora across the world can be a
major source of help for the Indian urban poor if mobilised correctly. During the course of this initiative
we also realised that women entrepreneurs are ahead of men when in came to repayment of grants.
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Covid
Response
Livelihood Restoration Programme (Sambhav)
The Livelihood Restoration Program (SAMBHAV) attracted a spontaneous interest from concerned
Indian citizens and inﬂuential members of the diaspora across the world.
In fact, since its inception the programme was never bound by funding constraints. The funds came not
only of volition from many donors but also without any prompts or invitations from CSP. CSP is deeply
grateful to Dr Dipankar Datta, SAVE UK, Mona Kachhwaha. Mr Samit Ghosh, Mr Shivaji Sengupta, Mr
Prashant Sharma and Mr Vijay Sood.

As of authoring this report, not only has there been a dramatic rise in beneﬁciaries but also the amount
that has been disbursed to get their businesses up and running again.
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Covid
Response
Online Education Scheme
(@Shikshya)
CSP’s @Shikshya initiative is an attempt to restore
education for the many whose education was halted by
closure of brick and mortar schools during the
pandemic.

Background
With the outbreak of Covid-19, the immediate
consequence that affected CSP was the shutdown of the
Street Children’s Education Centres. These one room
centres had more than 35 student attendees coming on
a daily basis and there was no scope for any kind of
social distancing within our infrastructural capabilities.
All the schools our students were enrolled in were shut down including our own in-house Primary
School. One year later, they continue to be closed. The upper echelon schools in Kolkata all shifted to
online education from home but that required students to have many technological and connectivity
prerequisites. It would be a challenge for the underprivileged and the urban poor to meet such
requisites.
CSP took up the challenge to singlehandedly resume
education for its Shelter Home beneﬁciaries by using smart
phones of staff members to carry forth online academics for
our students and by engaging tutors to pursue online teaching
processes during the Lockdown.

The Problem
However, our beneﬁciaries became completely disconnected
from academics due to lack of access. In spite of CSP ﬁghting
to bring a semblance of opportunity to our urban poor youths,
it seemed that the pandemic was reversing the process and
widening the educational divide between the upper strata of
society and the underprivileged and impoverished.
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Covid
Response
Online Education Scheme (@Shikshya)
In this scenario CSP took it upon itself to begin online education for its non residential beneﬁciaries
since many of the schools the beneﬁciaries attended were not equipped to do so. We began our
online education scheme under the following guidelines:
• We divided our students into those whose parents did own smartphones and those who did not. For
the latter group, CSP organised and grouped them into homes where they could access devices
whilst maintaining social distancing norms by making a routine and giving each beneﬁciary access in
shifts.
• The syllabus was covered by CSP teachers who delivered pre-recorded classes/course work live via
Google Meet, Google Classroom, WhatsApp and email.
• This was supplemented with work sheets and assignments sent via the above platforms.
• Purchase of devices was undertaken by CSP. Smartphones were funded by SAC of Netherlands.
• Data costs were paid for by CSP to ensure that there was no excuse for study disruption by the
parents.
• Educational Software from learning platforms like Google Meet, Google Classrooms, Microsoft Teams
was used
• Children would have 5 days of academic classes and 2 days of extracurricular classes incorporating
dance, tailoring, art and handicrafts.
Weekly evaluation would be undertaken for teachers.
These guidelines then evolved into the @Shikshya initiative which is currently an internationally
awarded scheme.

Progress
As of 31st March 2021 the program had run for 6
months with 59 enrolled students, 12 devices, and 120
recharges (for data packs) purchased.
Three tutors covered Five subjects. Three evaluations
were held which showed children responding
extremely well and making substantial progress in
learning as compared to mainstream schooling
classes.
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Covid
Response
Online Education Scheme (@Shikshya)
CSP is determined to use Online Education for our committed children to aim at a qualitative
transformation of education compared to education they were receiving at school. This present
debacle in the ﬁeld of educational divides can be addressed if quality education can be made
accessible for one and all.

The Future
Started in September of 2020, @Shikshya has thus far equipped over 222 disadvantaged students with
mobile data and internet, smartphones and gadgets as well as developed its own curriculum for the
beneﬁciaries. @Shikshya is also the winner of the Future Forum on Learning Tools Competition.
In the long term, @Shikshya can also become an important learning aid for academically
disadvantaged children who need dedicated tutorial support creating a peer learning community and
building its own ecosystem suited to learning.
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Review of
Core Programmes
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Review of
Core Programmes
Community Education
Behaviour change through awareness
Covid Protocol prevented any activity or initiative under this programme from April 2020 to March
2021.

Primary Education (Garden for
Children)
The CSP Garden for Children school is afﬁliated to the West Bengal
Primary Education Council . It is on the panel of 25 Model Schools for
Primary Education identiﬁed by Sarba Shiksha Mission and Save the
Children.

Reach
WARD NOS- 69,72,84,85,86,90 STREETS- Garcha Harijan Basti, 20 no Basti Garcha, 16 no basti Garcha,
13 no Basti Garcha, Garcha Bazar, Panditiya Bazar, Gariahat Flyover, Lockaar Maath, Lansdowne Market,
Manohorpukur Basti, Saheb Bagan, Maddox Square

Impact
Free primary education and access to the best standards of primary education to children of Garcha
slum area and Dover Terrace slums.
PROGRAMME TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED DUE TO CLOSURE OF PRIMARY SCHOOL AS
FALLOUT OF THE OF THE PANDEMIC

SUJOG
Programme for street children
The SuJog programme for street children is at the core of all CSP initiatives. It allows CSP to break the
chain of inherited poverty and bring education to marginalised urban poor children and thus empower
them. The following are the SuJog base of operations:
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Review of
Core Programmes
●
●
●

●
●

Bowbazar - Madan Street centre (next to EMall at 10 Madan Street Pavement under Sales Tax
Bureau building)
Harish Mukherjee Road –Bhowanipur (at Rani Sankari Lane at Bhawanipur Players Association
Club)
Chetla Centre ( Bengal Boys Training Association (BBTA ) near
Keoratala Crematorium at 114/4A Tollygunge Road , Kol
700026.
Balak Sangha at 129 Motilal Nehru Road, Kolkata 700029
Panditiya Centre located 5/A Panditiya Road, Kolkata 700029

ALL SUJOG CENTRES REMAINED CLOSED THROUGHOUT THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW BECAUSE
ANY CONGREGATION OF CHILDREN WAS FORBIDDEN AT THE LOCATIONS MENTIONED
ABOVE WHERE OUR CENTRES OUR LOCATED.

Shelter and Care
The following constitutes the developments in the Open Shelter for Girls, Open Shelter for Boys and
the Tutorial and Supplementary Education Programme.
The Integrated Child Protection Scheme (ICPS) has signiﬁcantly
contributed to creating a system that protects children
providing preven(ve, statutory care and rehabilita(on services to
any vulnerable child including children of potentially
vulnerable families, families at risk, children of socially
excluded groups like migrant families, families living in
extreme poverty particularly beggars, child substance
abusers, street and working children, rag pickers, small
vendors, street performers, orphaned, deserted, trafﬁcked
and run-away children, children of migrant population,
children living in unauthorised areas/slums, children of
socially marginalised groups and any other vulnerable
group of children. ICPS caters to the needs of such children
through services of Open Shelters. ICPS is implemented as a
Government – Civil Society Partnership under the
overarching direction and responsibility of the Central and
State Governments.
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What are Open Shelters?
Open Shelters are community
based safe spaces that provide a
space for children where they can
play, study, use their time
productively and engage
themselves in creative activities
through music, dance, drama,
yoga, meditation, computers,
indoor and outdoor games etc. in a
safe environment and located
within their own community.

Review of
Core Programmes
Calcutta Social Project runs two Shelters including day care facilities- one for boys and one for girls.

WHILE BOTH SHELTERS REMAINED OPEN AND FUNCTIONING DURING THE LOCKDOWN, NO
INGRESS AND EGRESS WAS ALLOWED IN ORDER TO KEEP THE SHELTERS FROM EXTERNAL
INFECTIONS. THEREFORE, THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN REMAINED STATIC.
The Girls Open Shelter (since 2019) and The Boys Open Shelter running (since 2011).

Girls at the Open Shelter performing Yoga

Girls’ Open Shelter
Reach
Ward No 85, 86, 90, 69, 68 Streets :Motilal Nehru Road Panditiya Road Lansdown Road
Rash Behari Avenue Gariahat Road Garcha Lane Dover lane , Ballygunge Road, Beltala Road, Deodhar
Street, P.C Sarkar Road, Anil Mitra Road
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Review of
Core Programmes
Impact
The Girls Open Shelter runs as a refuge for orphans and children deserted by parents and other
variants of neglected/abandoned children or children in danger of abuse. CSP undertakes the
responsibility for these children and provides them food, clothing and care and enrolment in both
educational

and vocational programs according to age and ability. There
were 39 girls using the Open Shelter for Girls as beneﬁciaries.
Calcutta Social Project provides all services to beneﬁciaries
completely free of cost including Computer Education.
The Girls’ Shelter Home and Day care are located at 114A
Motilal Nehru Road, Kolkata 700029 in South Kolkata. The
Premises is fully owned by Calcutta Social Project .The building
was purchased from funds donated to CSP by the Rissho KoseiKai Foundation of Japan.

Boys’ Open Shelter
Reach
Wards: 85, 86, 90, 68; Streets: Monohar Pukur Road, Southern Avenue, Kankulia Road , Ballygunge
place, Tollygunge Road

Impact
Each and every designated element of Open Shelter services,
namely “….a space for children where they can play, study, use their 7me
produc7vely and engage themselves in crea7ve ac7vi7es through music,
dance, drama, yoga & medita7on, computers, indoor and outdoor
games…” is implemented at the CSP Open Shelters.
Formal and mainstream schooling has been an overwhelmingly
successful initiative for these children. 18 boys are part of the
Open Shelter and it is notable that each and every beneﬁciary
has been made part of the mainstream education system.
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Review of
Core Programmes
Tutorials and Supplementary
Education at Open Shelters
CSP engages a team of tutors both Voluntary
and remunerated to deliver supplementary
education to its beneﬁciaries. The CSP
tutorials are an integral part of the CSP drive
to empower marginalized underprivileged
children. The tutorials and coaching
apparatus are an essential adjunct to the
mainstream schooling process. Tutorials were
in force throughout Lockdown via online
formats.
14 Girls and 20 Boys availed tutorials.
Boys at the Open Shelter
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Core Programmes
Vocational Training and Skill Development Centres
These centres include:
● Computer Education Centre at Dover Terrace
● Computer Practice Centre at 1/4 Monohorpukur Road
● Kalyani Karlekar Shilpa Shikshalaya (Girls Craft Center) at Motilal Nehru Road
● SuJog Centres (mentioned previously)
● Nursing Training Centres

Computer Education Programme
Reach
Ward Nos- 68,69,72,73,82,83,84,85,86,87,90; Garcha, Panditiya, Gariahat, Hazra Road,
Rashbehari Avenue, Satish Mukherjee, Monohorpukur, Motilal Nehru Road, Dover Terrace,
Kalighat, Judges Court , S.P Mukherjee Road, Alipur Road, Tollygunge Road, Harish
Mukherjee, Rani Sankari lane, Beltala, Mallick Lane, Lansdowne, Ballygunge Road,
Ballygunge Place, Dover Lane.

Impact
In the present employment environment, computer education and computer literacy is an
essential necessity. The CSP-SAC Computer Education Program deals with beneﬁciaries who
would normally never have any kind of access to computer education. Computer education
of the underprivileged prevents them from becoming redundant. Two levels of Computer Education
are provided: The Basic Computers Course which parallels with the Spoken English Course from
September till August (12 months) and the Advanced Computer Course which is for those students
who have either completed the Basic Computers Course or have sufﬁcient basic knowledge about
computers to qualify for this course after an entrance exam
The present Computer batch comprises 90 students of which
Basic Students were 30 and Advanced were 24 and Spoken
English were 36. Additionally 10 students specialised in Digital
Marketing but Tally classes could not be held. At present the
Computer Education Program is fully funded by SAC. The English
class is mandatory to ensure that even after acquiring computer
skills, underprivileged children are not again marginalised by lack
of English communication Skills
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Review of
Core Programmes
The syllabi and schedule for the Computer Education Courses (Basic and Advanced) are enumerated
below:

Basic Course Implementa(on Plan

Focus of the Month

Admission and Enrolment
Fundamentals of Computer
Basic Desktop Operating
Usage, Control Panel etc.

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

☑

Aug

R
☑

E
☑ ☑

V

Paint, Word Pad etc.

☑

I

Microsoft Word

☑ ☑

S
☑ ☑

Microsoft Excel

☑ ☑

Microsoft Powerpoint
Internet and Email
Maintenance
Spoken English Programme

I
O
☑ ☑ N

☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑

The programme has been successful in bringing the information technology process to the
underprivileged and making them employment ready or vocation enabled in the contemporary world.
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Core Programmes
Advanced Course Implementa(on Plan

Focus of the Month

Internet (Detail)

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Aug

☑ ☑

Data Transfer between
different media

☑ ☑ ☑

Computer Networking:
LAN, IP Adress etc.

☑ ☑ ☑
☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑

Adobe Photoshop
Assembly of Computer and
Installation of OS

Jul

☑ ☑

How to backup data

Computer Practice Centre
Located at 1/4 Monohorpukur Road (2nd Lane), Kolkata- 700029.
This centre has been enabled by SAC Netherlands and Supertron Foundation

Reach
Students and beneﬁciaries from both Open Shelters and all SuJog ( Street Children’s Centre)
beneﬁciaries.

Impact
Target beneﬁciaries of this programme
are urban poor youths enrolled
currently or previously in the CSP
Computer Education Centre from
disadvantaged backgrounds. CSP
provides the underprivileged youth
enrolled in the Computer Centre a
level playing ﬁeld for computer
proﬁciency as compared to a middle
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☑

Review of
Core Programmes
class child with a computer at home. CSP ensures that before the student proceeds to the next lesson
or stage at the Computer Education Course, they have had infrastructural facility to practice on the
lesson previously learnt. CSP also ensures that an impoverished student, who has completed the CSP
course but been unable to ﬁnd employment or vocation involving a computer, does not become out of
touch of what has been previously learnt. It is essential that no matter the circumstances, in the
employment market our CSP alumna are ﬂuent in their digital proﬁciency.
This vision has been brought to fruition by the sponsorship Supertron Foundation which provided us
with computers for the digital infrastructure and the Stichting Actie Calcutta of (SAC) of Netherlands
providing mezzanine ﬂoor infrastructure expenses for the Centre. This session the Computer Practice
Centre had 12 girls and 11 boys attendees.

Girls’ Craft Centre (Kalyani Karlekar Shilpa Shikshalay)
Located at 114A Motilal Nehru Road, Kolkata- 700029

Reach
All Sujog Outreach Centers as well as Ward nos 68,69,72,73,82,83,84,85,86,87,90

Impact
The Kalyani Karlekar Shilpa Shikshalaya or Girls’ Craft Centre was created to teach handicrafts to those
women and girls whom the education process had bypassed. This was the earliest initiative of CSP to
empower young girls and women to earn a livelihood and give them an opportunity towards freedom
from domestic violence. The Girls’ Craft Centre of CSP, which was initially used as learning centre has
now reinvented itself as an Entrepreneurship Development Programme for oppressed women.
Women and young girls are taught sewing, tailoring, embroidery, jute work and lace work
The standard items that are produced by the Centre include Masks, Kitchen Towels, Baking Gloves,
Health Kit Bags, Kaftans, Cushion and Coaster covers, Petticoats, Mobile covers, Mats, Kurtis and Kurtas
among many others.Within this initiative, a programme to produce perfection in machine stitching
was also instituted. Machinery was upgraded by purchase of ﬁve mechanised motor machines, one
interlock machine and two cutting machines.
During the lockdown, the Girls’ Craft Centre vocational training has continued on an online
basis as far as possible. Although this programme needs hands on training to reach its full
potential, CSP has still been maintaining this programme as a reminder of CSP’s values of
empowering the community towards self sufﬁciency. 81 students were enrolled this
year.
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Review of
Core Programmes
Girls’ Craft Centre (contd.)
Exhibi(on and Ins(tu(onal Sales

Sales

Date
09.10.2020

Exhibition Sales

Sales Amount (Rs.)

Annual In House Exhibition at
23,346
Craft Centre

03.01.2020 - 10.01.2020

Sabala Mela, Kankurgachi

22,985

24.01.2021 - 26.01.2021

EZCC Exhibition, Salt Lake

15,775

N/A
Institutional Sales

Location/ Organisation

N/A
N/A

All India Bank Officers
Federation
All India Allahabad Bank
Officers Association
CSP Food Aid Programme

4,26,000
1,77,000
80,982

The Girls’ Craft Centre has been an outstanding success story for CSP, however, given the nature of the
programme has suffered most due to the restrictions imposed during Lockdowns imposed due to the
coronavirus pandemic.
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Review of
Core Programmes
Child Development Programmes
The following features are some of the core programmes of CSP for the holistic development of
children under our schemes. These programmes include
• Academic Support Programme
• Athletics Programme
• Dance Programme

Academic Support
Our academic support constitutes the English Crossover Programme where the brightest among the
CSP beneﬁciaries ranging from pre primary to class 1 are shortlisted for admission in English medium
schools.

English Crossover Programme
Objectives of this programme include:
• To sponsor the brightest among our youngest students the
opportunity to study in an English Medium School and
complete their education in the same language.
• Admission into a school where the CSP child can complete
their studies till class 12.
• Developing conversational English ﬂuency such that our
beneﬁciary children develop into persons with conﬁdence,
poise and communication skills by virtue of their knowing the
language that is globally used for communication.
• To sponsor the child’s education in a substantially better
educational system compared to the vernacular medium
government schools.

The following are screened as
eligibility criteria for the
English Crossover Programme:
• Regularity of Attendance
• Stability of residence and
support at home
• Commitment to education

The English Crossover Programme has 12 beneﬁciaries with 10 girls and 2 boys. Their respective
schools have resumed their education online after an initial gap due to the sudden announcement of
the pandemic.
This scheme has been supported by SAC which has been a partner and sponsor of many programmes
for CSP over the past 30 years.
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Athletics
We believe it is a necessity for all beneﬁciaries of our schemes to be involved in Outdoor Games such
as Football and Athletics. Sport teaches us deeper lessons and is not only a requirement for our
physical wellbeing but also our mental health

Soccer
At CSP, sport means gender equality and this was more
than evident in the way the girls were able to tackle and
play against the boys’ team. Soccer teaches our
beneﬁciaries lessons in discipline, teamwork, gender
equality and leads them on the path towards self
discovery. This programme has been very successful for
our girls and teaches them empowerment.

Dance
Both traditional and contemporary dance are taught at CSP for girls and boys who are beneﬁciaries of
CSP schemes.

BOTH DANCE AND ATHLETICS
SCHEMES WERE SUSPENDED TO
MAINTAIN STATE MANDATED COVID
PROTOCOLS FOR THE SAFETY OF
OUR BENEFICIARIES
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Gratitude

We would like to express our gratitude towards the organisations and individual supporters whose
donations and prayers have made CSP’s dreams a reality, helping countless youth and elderly in the
City of Joy.

Organisations
• All India Bank Ofﬁcers Confederation
• Alokedhara
• Artim Foundation
• Bangiya Sankriti (Mr. Sanjit Bhattacharya)
• Bengal NRI Complex
• Jagdish P Khanna Eastern International Hotels
LTD.
• Ma Foundation
• Nasscom Foundation
• President Lions Foundation
• Ram Swaroop Dhoot Trust
• South Asia Voluntary Enterprise (UK)

• SAVE India
• Sita Ram Jindal Foundation, Delhi
• Stichting Actie Calcutta (SAC), Netherlands
• Supertron Foundation
• Tech Mahindra Foundation
• The Raindrop Foundation, Japan
• State Child Protection Society
• State Bank of India Stressed Asset
Management Branch
• Trans Asia Voluntary Enterprise
• Ujjivan Small Finance Bank
• UK Online

Individual
• Mr. Abhijay Karlekar
• Justice Abira Basu
• Mr. Anand Kolanukonda
• Dr. Arundhati Chanda Ghosh
• Mr. Ashok Kumar Sen, Kolkata
• Mr Abhijit Palit
• Mr Arjun Dutta
• Ms Bipasha Shome
• Mr Babla Chowdhury
• Mr Anjan Raichaudhuri
• Ms Chitra Roy
• Ms Dipali Bhattacharya
• Ms Dolly Datta
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• Ms Ena Ghosh
• Mr Pradipta Sen
• Mr Sujit Sen
• Mr Dilip Dutta
• Mr. Davendermal Singhvi
• Dr.DipankarDatta
• Mr Dipankar Basu
Mr Dilip Kumar Nandy
• Mr. Dhruv Banerj
• Ms Geraldine Forbes
• Mr. Homan Kita, Japan
• Mr Hiranmay Karlekar
• Mr Indranil Karlekar

Gratitude
• Ms Indrani Bose
• Mr Jamil Akhtar
• Ms Jayshree Mohanka
• Ms. Kanta Talukdar Stanchina
• Mr. K.N. Koppikar
• Ms Kiranjit Kaur
• Mr Kabir Nayyar
• Mr Krishanu Goswami
• Ms Leila Kabir Fernandes
• Mr Mahavir P Aggarwal
• Ms Meghna Guha Majimdar
• Mr Moloy Ghosh
• Ms Mona Kachhwaha
• Mr Michael Carlos
• Mr. Monoj Beswal
• Ms Mohua Dutta
• Ms Nayantara Chakravarty
• Mr Neil Ghosh
• Mr Niranjan Thakkar
• Mr Nitya Ranjan Paul
• Ms Nupur Ghosh
• Mr. Navin Bhartia
• Ms. Nirmala Gangoly
• Mr Pawanmal Singhvi
• Ms Pallavi Kumar
• Mr Prasad Menon
• Mr Praful Kaushik
• Mr Prashant Sharma
• Ms Girija Gangoly
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• Ms Jaba Chatterji
• Mr. RishabBasu
• Mr Rajiv Bhatt
• Mr Rakesh Desai
• Mr Ravinder Bahl
Ms Rupa Guha
• Mr Raghabendra Chattopadhyay
• Ms Sanchita Basu
• Dr Sandip Ghosh
• Mr Santanu Mitra
• Mr Sankar Acharya
• Mr. Samit Ghosh
• Ms Sharmila Sen
• Ms Shiela Dey
• Mr Shahana Singha
• Mr.Shankar Singha
• Mr. Shivaji Sengupta
• Mr. Soumya Dutta
• Ms Syamasri Ray Chowdhury
• Ms. Surama Ghosh
• Mr Sunil Adak
• Ms Tithi Mukherjee
• Ms Sweta Sureka
• Ms Sakuntala Dutta
• Mr Uday Bhanu Ganguly
• Ms Unnati Singhania
• Ms Uma Balakrishnan
• Mr Chander Balakrishnan
• Mr Vijay Sood
• Mr Vikram Lal

Governing Body

Governing Body
As per the Memorandum & Regulations of the Association, the incomes and properties of the society
whatever derived or obtained shall be applied solely to the promotion of the objects of the society and
no portion thereof should be paid to or divided amongst any of its members by way of proﬁts. No
remuneration is, therefore, paid to the members of the Governing Body.
Calcutta Social Project wishes to thank all those who have been generous supporters and who
continue to collaborate in encouraging the marginalised to transform their lives for the better.
We also extend a warm invitation to visit our project and participate in a journey of progress and
empowerment, which would bring about meaningful change in the lives of those who did not have a
future at birth.

Arjun Dutta
President

Pradipta Sen
Treasurer

Registrations
West Bengal Societies Act Registration No.
Section 80G of Income Tax Act, 1961
Section 12A of Income Tax Act, 1961
RBI FCRA No.
PAN No.
TAN No.
Guide Star Registration No.
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S/0012082 of 1972-73

147120037
AAATC5003B
CALC05840
2541

Governing Body

Governance
Members of the Governing Body of Calcutta Social Project are elected every year at the Annual
General Meeting, sourced out of nominations from members of the Project for a seat on the Governing
Body.
The Governing Body, in the ﬁrst meeting of its tenure, elects the Ofﬁce Bearers for the year. These
ofﬁce bearers are the President, Secretary, Treasurer, Vice President, Joint Secretary, Assistant Treasurer.
All such posts are valid for a year till the next Annual General Meeting.
The President, Secretary, Treasurer and other ofﬁce bearers guide and oversee the affairs of CSP with
active help and support from other members of the Governing Body.
The operations of CSP are implemented with the help of remunerated staff and volunteers supervised
by the Governing Body through its ofﬁce bearers.
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